Abstract -This paper describes data access architecture in a modern object-oriented application. Complex application solutions have multiple, parallel data sources. Each data source has specific properties and ways to access data. This architecture, by using already tried solutions, ensures a simple and flexible way to access different data sources. It's also describing singleton, data access object and abstract factory patterns and their interaction in achieving flexible and scalable data access architecture.
e e 11. PATTERNS During the design of the data access architecture presented in this paper we used several Design Patterns to accomplish the stated problem. Design Patterns are not a new term in modem software development. Patterns were first introduced by Christopher Alexander [l] in the 1970s. He realized that there were certain solutions that could be applied over and over again to the same or similar problem. He also combined these existing solutions to create new solutions to new problems. His definition of patterns is: "Each pattern describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment, and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same twice."
To understand and use patterns, knowing their structure is fundamental. Although there are a wide variety of different pattern description templates, all of them consist of the same basic structure. This structure is divided into the following 4 parts: e Pattern name is a handle we can use to describe a design problem, its solutions, and consequences in a word or two. This is a very important part of the pattern structure, because it improves our design vocabulary. It also allows us to talk about specific design problems and solutions on a higher level of abstraction.
e Problem describes when to apply the pattern. It describes the problem and the context. In some cases it also describes some specific design problems or it gives a description of some class or object structures, which are symptomatic for an inflexible design. Sometimes the problem includes a list of preconditions which have to be met in order to apply the pattern. Solution describes the elements, which make up the design, their relationships, responsibilities and collaborations. It doesn't describe a concrete solution, like some particular implementation; rather it gives a more abstract solution in order to be reapplied again in some other appropriate situation. Consequences are the results and trade-offs of applying a pattern. A pattern is not a "perfect" solution, in order to solve one problem; the pattern can introduce other aspects, which could impact the design negatively. So, when applying some pattern, there has to be a deep understanding on how it will impact the system, especially its flexibility, extensibility or portability.
A. Pattern Catalog
Using patterns is an effective way to capture and organize knowledge about solutions to recurring problems in every domain of life, not only in software engineering. Knowing patterns not only enriches the vocabulary of a software architect or designer, it also allows a company to capture knowledge in a formal and descriptive way, which can be used as a reference or source of solutions for their projects in the future.
Organizing patters in a catalog (Pattern Language is often used as a synonym for a pattern catalog) helps to effectively organize knowledge in such a manner, that the solution for recurring problem can be easily found and applied. Also the usage of patterns in different projects/products can be tracked and managed, which helps writing technical documentation, because the key architectural problems could have been solved by some patterns from the catalog, which are well documented.
DATA ACCESS ARCHITECTURE
A typical application is composed of many logical packages; such as a user interface package, a database access package and so forth. Each package groups a set of cohesive responsibilities (e.g., database access). This is ,the basic practice of modularization to support a separation of responsibilities. One way to accomplish this separation of concerns is to organize the logical structure of the application into discrete layers of distinct, related responsibilities, with a clean separation of concerns such that the ''lower'' layers are low-level and general services, and the higher layers are more application specific.
A layer is a large-scale element, often composed of several packages or subsystem. Our proposed architecture uses the well known 3-tier approach. There is a lot of misunderstanding regarding the difference between layers and tiers, in this work we won't discuss the difference, rather we state that in this work a layer and a tier are logically the same, whereby a tier represent a distributed layer implemented at another node.
The three-tier architecture imposed itself as a good and proven solution for the majority of applications. This approach divides the architecture of an application into three distinct tiers: presentation, business and persistence. The presentation tier is responsible for the presentation of data, receiving user events and controlling the user interface. The business logic tier encapsulates the business functionality of the application. The persistence tier is responsible for data storage. Besides the widespread relational database systems, existing legacy system databases are often reused here.
The data access architecture, presented in this paper, is the link between the business tier and the persistence tier, in other words the business tier uses this data access architecture to both populate its business objects with the needed data and to store this data as needed. 
A. Data Access Object (DAO)
Many real world applications consist of business objects, which collaborate in order to perform some needed business functionality. Some of this business objects need to persist their data at some point.
A typical implementation of such a business object is shown in Fig. 1 . As the figure shows the data access logic is embedded into the business object, so the business object, not only knows its data, it also has the knowledge of how and where to access it.
Having knowledge usually means having power and is considered as something "good", but not in this particular case. The bad thing about this approach is the fact that whenever the data source is changed, the business object has to be changed as well, in order to access this new data source. In the worst case, it should be rewritten all over again, but mostly only one segment must be changed, the data access code. The change of the business object does not only demand the change of the actual implementation code, but as well affects the production environment in which the application is deployed. Usually this means that the application has to be re-deployed, which in some cases demand the application to be stopped for some time. This is not quite flexible, especially if the application represents a 24/7/365 service, where such a downtime could have negative business impacts.
A known principle [6] says: "Every software problem can be solved with another layer of indirection." The principle is also true in this case. In order to make the business object unaware of data source changes, we separated the access logic into a special object, the data access object. This data access object implements the necessary program logic to access some data source. Now the change of data sources does not affect the business object. Another advantage of this approach is that the development of the application can be divided into more teams, which will, according to their expert knowledge, work on the data access objects or on the implementation of business processes in the business logic tier. The DAO pattern defines the following classes:
Client -represents the data client, which requires access to the data source to obtain, modify and store data, in our case this is the business object AbstractDAO -represents the interface which the ConcreteDAO implements, providing such an interface assures that the Client, by programming to the interface, remains intact when the ConcreteDAO is replaced with another implementation which implements this interface ConcreteDAO -represents the key object of this pattern, it abstracts the underlying data access implementation for the Client, providing transparent access to the data source. DataSource -represents a data source implementation. A data source could be a database such as an RDBMS, OODBMS, XML repository, flat file system or another system (legacy/mainframe).
ValueObject (TransferObject) -represents a data
carrier object, which encapsulates all data read or transferred to the data source, rather then populating the client with data directly from the ConcreteDAO, we use this object to achieve low coupling between the client and the data source.
Abstract Factory
Every business object will use its own data access object in order to access data. The access to one particular data source will generate a certain number of data access objects; we refer to it as "a family" of objects [4] . This leads to the following conclusion: "Every data source in the application will create one family of objects". The business object will use the same type of object from another family to access data from different data sources. The business object has to be aware of the different families even though, in one moment, it uses just one object to access a data source.
This approach is not good because, when introducing a new data source, a new family of objects has to be created. Also the business object has to be changed in order to be aware of the new data source object family, which is a similar problem like the awareness of the data access logic. We solved this problem by creating a factory object to which we delegated the process of object instantiation. This approach is called the Abstract Factory Design Pattern. By using this pattern we are able to isolate the process of object creation from the business object (this is another example of the "indirection" principle stated before). The class diagram of the Abstract Factory Pattern is shown in Fig 3. The Abstract Factory Pattern defmes the following classes:
AbstractFactory -declares an interface for operations that create abstract product object. ConcreteFactoiy -implements the operations to create concrete product objects. Abstractproduct -declares interface for type of product objects. ConcreteProduct -implements Abstractproduct interface. Also defines a product to be created by the corresponding factory. Client -uses interfaces declared by AbstractFactory and AbstractProduct, creating and using concrete products, in our case this is the business object The factory completely abstracts the creation and initialization of the product from the client. This indirection enables the client to focus on its discrete role in the application without concerning itself with the details of how the product is created. Thus, as the product implementation changes over time, the client remains unchanged.
The most important aspect of this pattern is the fact that the client is abstracted from both the type of product and the type of factory used to create the product. Furthermore, the entire factory along with the associated products it creates can be replaced in a wholesale fashion. Modifications can occur without any changes to the client.
By giving the responsibility of creating certain data access objects over from the client class to the factory class, the change of data source is made possible. The change of data source necessitates the change of the factory class used to create DAOs, which is easily implemented through the configuration files.
The negative aspect of this approach is more complex introducing of the new product. Abstract factory interface fixes the set of products that can be created. Adding new kind of product requires extending the factory interface. Once factory interface is changed, all subclasses of that factory also must be changed.
C. Singleton
The final step in defining the data access architecture is to ensure the existence of only one instance of a concrete factory.
All business objects use one concrete factory in order to access their concrete DAOs, depending on the type of data source they access. If every business object would access its own factory, it could easily result in an explosion of objects. Also, by assuring that there is only one factory per family we have just one single point of control. By changing this single factory we automatically change the behavior that factory provides for all business objects that access it.
The solution might be the usage of a global variable; however, this approach doesn't guarantee that there will be only one instance at the time. A better solution is to transfer the responsibility of creating one instance to the class itself. The class, by intercepting requests to create new objects of it, can control the instantiation process in order to assure only one instance per time. This is the Singleton pattern (Fig. 4.) .
Clients access any instance of a singleton only through the getUniqueInstance() method. How the instance gets created is the responsibility of the singleton class itself. We also want to be able to control how and when an instance will be created. In 00 development, special object creation behavior is generally best handled in the class constructor. This case is not different. We can define when and how we construct a class instance and then keep any client from calling the constructor directly. This is the approach always used for singleton construction.
D. Data Access Architecture Model
In order to explain the data access architecture we consider the following hypothetical application:
The application will use data, which can be found in the local system as well as data available from other systems. This particular example will access both a RDBMS system and a XML file repository. So, the application must be able to work with both data sources in the same way, there should be no coding in the business logic tier in order to switch to another data source. So, the main problem here is to abstract the data access mechanism in such a way that the business logic tier is unaware of the actual switch of data sources. Also, there should only be one point in the application where the switch has to be performed; multiple points of variation could lead to inconsistent changes.
The solution to this problem is described in the previous parts of this paper and finally presented in Fig. 5 .
As can be seen in Fig. 5 . the central part of the data access architecture is the AbstractFuctory, which is implemented as a Singleton. It knows which data source is "active" at a particular moment, it knows how to switch to another data source and it is responsible for creation of objects belonging to a particular object family in order to serve the Businessobject. There is only one AbstructFactory, so there is only one point of variation where the switch between data sources occurs.
The Businessobject "uses" the AbstractFuctory to get its DAO Object. By programming to the AbstractDAO interface, the Businessobject is unaware of the underlying data access mechanism and is not able to tell which data source is being used.
SQLDAO and XMLDAO are concrete implementations, which implement the AbstractDAO interface and implement the data access code for their particular data sources.
SQLFactoiy and XMLFactory are concrete factories responsible for creation of their DAO objects. They extend the AbstractFactory. IV. CONCLUSION In this paper we described a solution of how to build effective and flexible data access architecture with design patterns.
Using the three well-known design patterns (DAO, Abstract Factory and Singleton) we proposed an architecture model that can be used when designing the data access tier of a particular application, being the link between the business tier and the persistence tier in a traditional three-tier architecture.
The proposed model is a kind of a design pattern itself, and it also illustrates a way of combining appropriate patterns into a new, more complex ones.
